
Date 11-May-03

Hare Bumble and Muffer

Venue Leith Hill

On On The Plough
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NOT QUITE  THE  NORMAL
TWO SEQUENTIAL  RUNS

downhill) expellations reached 64
dB so hence he VERY reluctantly

became Monika. Unfortunately
the expense of changing all his
monogrammed lingerie led our
co-hare to reject his new name
“I don’t respond to THAT name
– I hate it!” so Monika it
became, who said you had to like
your name? Anyway bearing in
mind the cost of re-embroidering
and right “Muff” he made of the
guided tour I propose, and
therefore will start using,
“Muffer” so he can just change
the P to M on the undies and the
connection to Monika is
retained (?)

Back to the run, Muffer led us
along the road and up a
questionable path to the first
check half way to the top, the
first of quite a few useless checks.
With the solution straight on and
up, front runners just went
straight past, the mid and tail-
enders stopped and clogged up
the path, the front runners got
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by the time the knitting circle
arrive at the back-check junction it
will be solved.

Well there were scant few of
those, Icepyck found the next
straight onner, with only Monika
(sorry Muffer) close enough to
hear his plaintiff “down a dip” On-
Ons (I could too, but what the hell,
why didn’t he come back a bit and
make sure?). I thought he found
the next (right and left –
effectively straight on) but a wide
ranging, and as usual silent, Glow-
worm beat him to it and we had a
500 yard breakaway.

Then, pleasant surprise, what
looked every bit like a back-check.
Well it must have been! The
bloody Hare went to it, turned
round and walked back purposefully
the way we had come, mumbling
things like, “I think it may be this
way” or something! Luckily most
ignored him by this time in the

their 300 yard breakaway and off
they went.

The object of checks is to
bring the pack together, you do
this by confusing the FRBs and
judging that they will find the
solution AFTER the body of the
pack have reached the check.
One good way to do this is with
the “back check”. Here you lead
the FRBs to a check, hope/get
most of them to think it is
straight on, but actually have the
solution from a junction
someway back along the
approach trail. The pack should
of course continue to the check,
calling all the way (it all adds to
the confusion to slow the FFRBs
down), then start calling
“Check” once they have
ACTUALLY seen it. The FRBs,
poor dears, of course don’t give
a stuff for the middle runners,
hardly call On-On, never call
“Checking” while out checking,
so they will eventually twig it is
a back check and with any luck

proceedings, and the FRBs were
allowed to wallow a bit until he
eventually called it ON and it had
achieved the desired effect, a
mostly together pack – Hooray.

The country was beautiful, the
weather perfect the next few
“Checking-On-Ons” (straight
through checks) predictable, but
with such a small pack (a
Guildford away week-end?) and
no knitting circle, not a major
disaster, anyone that could keep
up did keep up, just no time to
chat or catch the view.

The check right at the top of
Leith Hill amongst the punters
was well solved by the time I
made it there and there was a
pleasant descent to the On-In.

The normaly predicted “one
run after the other” pair of runs
by this Pair didn’t materialise, it
seemed they stayed together and
the opposing pressures of “less

It’s a shame that as much effort as
went into shepherding the pack
round didn’t go into the crap
directions! Directions are put in the
Shag to help all sorts of folk to find
the start, no mention was made of
the unreadable slime covered road
sign for Coldharbour on the apex of
the Dorking one way system, or the
immediate unsigned right turn into
Coldharbour lane proper, oh well get
a better map Keith and start earlier!!

Well it was touch and go whether
we were off at 11:00 exactly. When
there are no, or few, officials around,
the number of folk who have the
correct time rises exponentially and
a sort of snap crackle and pop of
On-Ons broke out from about
10:59:38 onwards, and, the
shepherding started.

Some years ago Monika Selesh
(spell?) hit the summit of
Wimbledon grunting at about the
time Puffer’s uphill ( and even

than an hour” and the admirable
intent of “wow let’s do more of
this lovely bit of country” more
or less balanced and the GPS
measured 8 odd miles felt like a
reasonable 6 or 7.

The GM had arrived, but late,
started in reverse, then turned
round so could doubly describe
the last bit had no clue of the
first bit. I had been hatching
together some lies, so took over
from the GM for the Hare
DownDowns. The RA,
respendent in shocking “some
colour” lycra did the now
expected fun circle, and got
spingo and ?Mr Dianna? doing it
doggie-doggie in the circle!

FRB is away for a few weeks,
so if you don’t want anymore of
these rantings - volunteer for a
write up and have your own!

OnOn
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Receding Hare LineStart 11:00 Sharp!

Run 1466

Date 18-May

Hare Kaffir

Venue Beare Green

On On Duke's Head

SSA New:139K8 Old:125E3

OS TQ 178432 (187)

FEMALE PRAYER:
Before I lay me down to sleep,
I pray for a man, who's not a creep.
One who's handsome, smart and strong.
One who loves to listen long.
One who thinks before he speaks.
When he says he'll call, he won't wait weeks.
I pray that he is gainfully employed.
When I spend his cash, won't be annoyed.
Pulls out my chair and opens my door,
Massages my back and begs to do more.
Oh! Send me a man who'll make love to my mind,
and knows what to answer to "How big is my behind?"
I pray that this man will love me to no end,
And never attempt to  hit on my friend.
Amen.

1467 25-May Icepyck/Elle T-shirt Gomshall/BBQ

1468 1-Jun Licky Dick Hindhead area

1469 8-Jun Shagger Birthday run

1470 15-Jun Glasscruncher

1471 22-Jun Ear Trumpet

1472 29-Jun Lord Raleigh, Cracker

1473 6-Jul Dr. Death/Hans der
Schwantz

Anniversary Run

1474 13-Jul Tosser Weybridge Joint
Run/Ripley

1475 20-Jul Abba/Greenpeace

Spring Balls
31st May 2003 at the Devils Punch Bowl,

Hindhead.
Dress DJ's & Posh Frocks.

£29-50.
Ancient Mariner, Greenpeace, or J.Arthur.

Tickets still available.

MALE PRAYER:
I pray for a deaf-mute nymphomaniac with huge boobs who
owns a liquor store and a big screen TV.
Amen.

Directions:
Take A24 south from Dorking. Just past the Beare Green turnoff is
the Duke's Head on the left.  As the traffic flow is quite fast, start
to indicate a left turn just after you pass the garage, after Beare
Green turnoff.  Take the turning into the pub - the pub car park is
at the back.  Please park closely, as far back into the car park as
possible.
NB - many will be pleased to note that this run is:
a) from the same venue as the infamous shortest ever SH3 run
b) the last run I will be setting (in the UK) for quite some time.


